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This bibliography contains scholarly articles dealing with tax reform and legislation during President Ronald Reagan's first term. Because of the sweeping nature of President Reagan's tax legislation, nearly all recent tax articles discuss the effects of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA), the Tax Equity Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA), and the Tax Reform Act of 1984 (TRA). Materials were chosen on a highly selective basis: only those materials that devote substantial attention to the President's tax legislation or proposed tax reforms are included. A separate section of tax symposia and institute papers is also included.
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II

**TAX SYMPOSIA AND INSTITUTES**


This work contains a subject index and the following tables: cases, statutory references, treasury regulations, and treasury rulings and releases. Each volume has more than fifty articles. Papers are based on lectures delivered at a week-long institute.


This work contains an introduction and four articles.


This symposium contains seven articles and two comments.


This symposium contains four articles and two notes.


This series has a consolidated index. Tables included are: cases, Internal Revenue Code sections, statutory references (state), miscellaneous city statutes, and cited materials. Each volume has more than twenty articles.


This work contains a subject index and the following tables: cases, Internal Revenue Code sections, treasury regulations and revenue rulings. Each volume has more than twenty articles.